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From Geoff  Friends of Judy Woods provide a very good thing in our 
website (www.judywoods.org.uk).  It is kept up to date by Mary  
Twentyman who lives locally and by our webmaster, Steve Gaunt, who 

lives abroad.  They often get news and photographs on to the site 

within a day of things happening, so many thanks to both of you, for 

your continuing efforts.  If you have access to the internet and  

haven't looked at our site recently you will see just how active we are.   

Also can I give thanks to Sheila Lum who is doing sterling work in  

producing these newsletters.  Two walks are reviewed later, however, 

I’ll mention here the Archaeology Walk on 19th June.  Unfortunately 

for Denis Waudby, the walk leader, it was one day in that period when 

it rained - all through the walk.  However, Denis wasn’t deterred, his 

preparation and enthusiasm paid off, as we explored the industrial  

history of Low Wood with the benefit of Lidar maps and Denis's  

survey findings.  Thanks also to Peter Todd, the joint walk leader, 

whose more recent historical knowledge didn't get much of an airing 

owing to the wet conditions.     Your Chairman   

Mailing address: FoJW c/o Wyke  

Library, Appleton Academy, Woodside 

Road, Bradford BD12 8AL 

Telephone: Mary & Geoff on 01274 673274 or         

Peter on 01274 600846  Email: info@judywoods.org.uk.  

Website: www.judywoods.org.uk      Newsletter Editor:       

Sheila Lum Email: sheilalumchina@gmail.com 

We’re seeing such a lot of changes in the woods, where the canopy has 

opened up, because of tree falls or the clearance for power line work, 

areas are bright with new grass.  During the holidays, there are giant 

plants to find, new things to do and a variety of trails to be followed. 

mailto:info@judywoods.org.uk
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Special Activities in the Woods - How about trying the Picture Trail  

Where are the steps in this photo no. 50? 

A map for each trail is given to help, then 

you look for the red / white marker and 

note the letters on the answer 

sheet.  There are 3 trails - Low 

Wood, Old Hannah Wood +  

Judy Bridge and Royds Hall Great Wood.  They are good for all ages  

to try.  On our website download page you will find the 3 trails,  

answer sheet and the answers , or contact us for copies. 
Do you have a smart phone? – Try the QR codes on the posts. 

Youngsters in the James Group with Denis’s help learnt about the  

history and decided what information to put linked to the 8 

marker posts.  So add to your 

knowledge about the history of how 

the people worked in the woods, why 

beech trees were planted, why is  

gunpowder mentioned at Marker 2?  So before 

you go ensure you download a free QR code reader on your phone.  

Children will enjoy playing in the dens - Find the  

varied dens, what a lot there are now. 

Such different shapes, see they have 

used fallen wood or what has been cut 

by those managing the woods.   

Walk the Red Route into Royds Hall 

Great Wood - Start from Judy Bridge go down the few 

steep steps to the beck, walk along, cross the little plank 

bridge and see the first Red Stone Marker Post.  When you get 

to a marker, you will be able to see the next 

one.  This path is varied, lovely views of the 

beck, in some places the path is narrow  

and a steep slope at the end curves to the right up to 

the main easy path from Tinker’s Trail back down to 

Judy Bridge.     

But Camping and fires are illegal 



Practical Task Group – a Major Challenge 

We have been seeing the effects of the heavy rain undermining the 

banks along some of the becks.  This was particularly worrying along the 

Royds Hall Beck down the steps near the Woodside Entrance in Royds 

Hall Great Wood.  This was being monitored and it was decided that the  

bridge supports needed urgent reinforcement to prevent the bridge 

becoming dangerous.  The council  

have been helpful supplying a lot  

of the materials needed, and the  

work has taken several weeks -  

diverting the stream, using half  

a railway sleeper, cementing in  

blocks which have been faced  

with stone.  Hopefully this will  

keep the bridge safe for years  

to come. 

What flowers this time of year? – it’s the pretty Himalayan Balsam  

It was first introduced in 1839, in our woods before 2006, but the 

problem is very clear, it spreads!   

A single plant can grow to 10ft – this one near Judy  

Bridge was 7ft and a plant can have up to 800 seeds,  

which it can also shoot 7m / 22ft.  It also likes  

shade and damp places, so streams spread the seed.  

There are different opinions about how to control it.  

Where it is dense we have mainly been doing ‘slash  

and pile’, so the plants rot before flowering / seed  

development.  This is the 3rd year  

and there does seem to be fewer 

plants.  But it is a very clever plant it 

can lie down and grow lovely new roots 

 from its ‘pink elbow’.  You can 

 help if you see an individual  

 plant, please pull it up, but if possible search  

 for any more.  The new leaves grow in sets of 3,  

 together we can minimize it in our woods. 



Events During 2014  

Tree Identification Walk, Sat 21st June – We had records of 29 

species of trees but this walk made history as 2 

more were discovered during the walk,  

including a Broad-leaved Whitebeam 

Sorbus latifolia.  The 2nd was a Large  

 Leafed Lime Tilia platyphyllos. 

Saturday 2nd August Summer Ramble Judy Woods Panorama.  

Alan Williams led the walk in a dry two hour interval between the 

rain showers. As the small group comprised exclusively of FOJW 

committee members, we diverted from the planned route several times 

and discussed possible future work for the PTG.  An enjoyable and  

useful morning.  Thanks Alan     

Future Events  
Friday 5th September 7.00pm  Bat Walk - Come  

and meet Ian Butterfield at Woodside Village Centre,  

86 Fenwick Drive, BD6 2RZ off Halifax Road, (A6036) 

(opposite Tesco).  Ian brings bat detectors so we can hear and see 

them during the actual walk 7.45pm      

 What Fungi can you find?  We saw these bracket  

 fungi a few days ago!  But come on -  

 Saturday 11th October 2.30pm Fungi Walk and meet    

 Varsha Patel to learn more, meet at Station Road, off   

 Huddersfield Road (A641), Wyke BD12 8LA. 

Tuesday 21st October 1.30pm Autumn Ramble to the Seventeen 

Fields about 4 miles - meet Peter Walker at Station Road, off  

Huddersfield Rd, (A641) Wyke BD12 8LA. 
 

Readers Photos Val sent us  

this collage of lovely photos  

taken during the Spring Ramble  

to Wynteredge & Coley.   

Please forward your photos for  

the Winter Newsletter to me  

at sheilalumchina@gmail.com 


